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Dedicated to N. Aronszajn on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. 

ABSTRACT. The Lie derivative (LxOp of a tensor field / at a point 
p on a differentiable space S may not be well defined. At each point 
p e S there is, however, a subspace LPS ç TPS such that (Lxt )p is 
well defined if and only if X(p) e LPS. For any differentiable space, 
LpS = TpS for every/? in the complement of a nowhere dense sub-
space. In case S is either a coherent real-analytic space or a differ
entiable space of polyhedral type, then LPS = TpS at every/? e S. 

Introduction. On a differentiable manifold M the Lie derivative Lxt 
is well defined for any differentiable vector field X and any differentiable 
tensor field t. This need not be true, however, if M is more generally a 
differentiable space having singular points (and if the covariant rank of t 
is positive). The purpose of this note, then, is to characterize those vector 
fields X on a differentiable space such that Lxt is well defined for every 
differentiable tensor field t. In fact, for each point p of a differentiable 
space S we identify a subspace LpS of the tangent space TpS such that 
(Lxt)p is well defined for every / if and only if X(p) e LpS. 

In § 1 we review some notions about differentiable spaces from a dif
ferent point of view than that of [4]. In §2 we give examples showing that 
L>xt need not always be well defined, characterize LpS, and discuss the 
effects on L^S of weakening the differentiable structure of S. This charac
terization of LpS together with a general result from §1 shows that the 
set of points p where (JLxt)p is possibly not well defined is always nowhere 
dense in S. In §3 we apply these results to show that every C°° vector field 
on a coherent real analytic space gives well defined Lie derivatives. In §4 
we explicitly calculate LpS when S is locally diffeomorphic to polyhedral 
subsets of cartesian spaces. This calculation shows that every differenti
able vector field on polyhedral spaces gives well defined Lie derivatives. 

Throughout the paper we use the notion of smoothness category in
troduced by Palais in [5]. For the reader's convenience we have included 
a short appendix at the end of §1 recapitulating the definition and several 
results from [5]. Without mention to the contrary, "smooth" will mean 
^-smooth, where <g is some smoothness category. Finally, throughout 
the paper R1, Rn will denote the real cartesian spaces. 
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1. Differentiable Spaces. Let S be an arbitrary subset of some Rw. 
A real-valued function on S is smooth (of class <̂ ) if it has a smooth local 
extension about each point p e S. A (reduced) subcartesian model of 
class (6 is a set S ç Rn together with its sheaf # s of smooth functions. A 
subcartesian dijferentiable space of class <*? is a ringed space R = (i?, ^ ) 
with Hausdorff base space, that is locally isomorphic via value-preserving 
isomorphisms to subcartesian models of class #\ A smooth mapping R -> S 
of differentiable spaces is a value-preserving ringed-space homomorphism. 
(This just means that 3F is a sheaf of functions and that smooth mappings 
map germs by composition g ^> g of\) A mapping <p: U^-* R% U open 
in R, is a chart for R if it determines an isomorphism of {U^ ZF \Uip) with 
the subcartesian model (Im^, ^im(p). 

Iff: R -> S is a smooth mapping of differentiable spaces, <p is a chart 
about p e R, and 0 is a chart about //? G S, then there is a smooth map 
(in the usual sense) F:Rnf ^ U -* RWö extending 0 °f°(p~1 in a neighbor
hood £/ of )̂/7. For if A;* is a coordinate function on Rfld, then xz o Q of is 
smooth near /?, and there is a smooth real-valued function F,- defined in 
a neighborhood of <pp such that i%- ° <p = x*' ° 0 o/near/?. The smooth map 
F : = (F1?..., FWö)then extends 0 o/o ^-i near <p/?. In particular, if 99 and 0 
are two charts in a neighborhood of p e R, then there are smooth con
necting maps/ :R w ? 3 £/ -> RWö and g: Rw* 3 U' -» Rw^ such that 
0 =f°(p and cp = g °d near /?. If /? = /•?#, then / and g can be chosen so 
that f\u and g\fu are smooth diffeomorphisms for some neighborhood 
U of <p/? (see [4].) 

At each point /? of a differentiable space S, the ring ^s,p *s quasi-local, 
having ms%j) ••= {f£^s,plf(p) = 0} f° r i t s maximal ideal. If/: R -> S 
is a smooth map, then for each p e R the map / ^ : J^s> ^ -> Ĵ ~R p induces 
a linear mapping of the vector spaces 

fp •' mg, //,/m| 0 -> mR, ^/m^ .̂ 

Define the algebraic tangent space of S at q to be the space 

t 9 S := (mS)Ç/m|,,)* 

of real-valued derivations on 5^, />. For each p e 7? we then the dual 
mapping / ^ : t^R -• t ^S , and the correspondence/•->/^ is a functor. 

Let 99 be a chart for S about p and define the tangent space of S at q to be 

Tfi •= <pi\ TpqR\ 

where T^W? ç t^R^ is the usual tangent space. Using connecting maps, 
one sees easily that this definition of TqS is independent of the chart 
chosen, and that/^(7^p) ç ^ S . 

A straightforward application of the implicit function theorem (valid 
in all smoothness categories) shows that if dim TPS = n, then S admits 
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charts about p taking values in Rn but no charts taking values in Rw, 
m < n. If S is a model in Rn, define ns c <̂ R„ to be the ideal sheaf of 
functions vanishing on S. Then for each p e S, 

c*TpS = {v e T^R"! v • / = 0, for a l l / G ns>/,}, where c: S c; R*. 

Another characterization of the tangent spaces that is sometimes useful 
is the following. For each p tS, and each chart <p at p, define %R((p, p) 
to be the set of germs at <pp of submanifolds M in Rnv such that for some 
neighborhood U in Uv of p, <pU is contained in M. Then for each /u G 
3)?(<p, /?), T9p /a has obvious meaning, and one verifies quite easily that 

(*) <p*Tfi= H V £ t ^ 
fxŒ<m(<p,p) 

Applying <p^l
p to each side of (*) gives the desired characterization. 

It is well known that TpM = t^M when M is a differentiate manifold 
of class C°° or O . The usual proof [10] requires that the smoothness 
category under consideration be stable under differentiation and indef
inite integration. The result holds, however, for many smoothness 
categories not having these stability properties. 

PROPOSITION 1. For any smoothness category <€ ç C°° and any differenti
ate space S of class # , t^S = TpSfor all p G S. 

PROOF. First consider the special case S = (Rn, #RM). Let p, c, and e 
denote the maximal ideals of RI*1, ..., xn]p, ^RntP, and C^»tP, respectively. 
Then 

R[x\ ...,x%^VRn,p^ C%tP 

and 
pk c ck Ç= Zk 

for all powers k. The filtration {tkjk G N} on C^n p induces the filtra
tion {e* fi ^Rn.plk e N} on &RntP, and these induce the filtration {pk\ 
/CGN} on Rix1, ..., *w] />. Completing with respect to these filtrations we 
obtain 

p c a ç e 

and 

p2 ç 52 ç g25 

where p = ê is the maximal ideal of R [x1, ..., xnJp, and p2 = p2 = ê2 

= e2. Thus 

1 Ä 1 . _ 1 Ä 1 Ä (R w )* 
c2 c2 p 2 p 2 
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Therefore t^R* = TpR
n. 

Now let 9 be a chart for S about p satisfying n9 = dimT^S. Then 
TpS = t^S follows from the commutativity of the diagram 

T9iJBL"> = t ^ R * 

<P*P 

TpS——>t,S. Q.E.D. 

The disjoint union \JpŒs TpS inherits a differentiable structure (of class 
# when S is of class ^+ 1) via the injections 

p^Utp p^Utp 

We denote this differentiable space by TS, the tangent pseudobundle of 
S, If p, S, and/ : p -> S are of class <^+1, then the tangential map/* : Tp -> 
TS is smooth (of class <£). The functor /»->/* extends the classical tangent 
functor on differentiable manifolds. 

The tensor powers ®nTS are well defined and have the properties one 
expects (see [4]). The mapping/above induces the mapping ®nf*, which 
by abuse of notation we often denote/*. Continuous, differentiable, and 
smooth (of any class Q) 3 <£f.) contravariant tensor fields are defined in 
the obvious way. If Y such a field, if p e S, and if <p is a chart about p, 
then there exist contravariant tensor fields Y of the same class as Y de
fined locally in Rn*> such that Y(<pq) = <p*(Yq) for all q in a neighborhood 
of p. Any such Y is called a local representative {near <pp) of Y relative to (p. 

A differentiable (smooth) cova riant tensor field of rank m is a differenti
able (smooth) map ®mTS -> R that is linear on fibers. A differentiable 
(smooth) mixed tensor field of type (m, ri) is a differentiable (smooth) map 
®mTS -• ®nTS that preserves fibers and is linear along fibers. Making 
the convention ®°TS •= S x R and ®0/* -.= / x Id, we can identify 
covariant tensors of rank m with mixed tensors of type (m, 0), and con
travariant tensors of rank m with mixed tensors of type (0, m). We denote 
the bigraded module of differentiable (smooth) mixed tensor fields on S by 
^~diff(S) (^(S)) and the corresponding sheaf by ^ s

d i f f ( ^ s ) - I f ' e ^di f f(S) 
(^~(S)) is of type (m, n) and if <p is a chart about p e S9 then there exists a 
locally defined t e ^rdiff(R^)(^r(R^)) of the same type and a neighbor
hood U^U9 ofp such that for allqeU and Ye®™TqS, <p*(tY) = t(<p* Y). 
Again, / is called a local representative of t relative to <p. 

DEFINITION. Assuming S to be of class f̂+1, denote the sheaf of vector 
fields of class # by ^Ts, and define 

TpS:={X(p)/Xe&s,p}. 
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Other classes of vector fields will be appropriately denoted, for example 
the continuous fields by #"§tn, the differentiable fields by #| i f f, the C°° 
fields by #f, etc., and the corresponding tangential subspaces will be 
denoted f c/nS, f f fS, f #S, etc. 

DEFINITION. A point p e Sis said to be a regular point of S if dim TqS 
is constant in a neighborhood of p. The set of regular points in S is denoted 
Reg S. Its complement in S, the set of singular points of S, is denoted 
Sing S. 

PROPOSITION 2. A point p e S is a regular point of S if and only if TfnS = 
7 ,̂S. The set of regular points Reg S is open and dense in S. If p e Reg S, 
then for any smoothness class Q) 2 # , T^S = TfS. 

PROOF. The integer-valued functions p »-• dimT^S and p *-* d imf^S 
are upper and lower semicontinuous, respectively, and dimT^S ^ 
dim ffnS for all p e S. Thus if TpS = ffnS, then for all q in some neigh
borhood of p, dimTpS ^ dimT^S ^ d imf^S ^ dimffnS = dimr^S. 
Therefore p e Reg S. On the other hand, if p e Reg S, where dimT^S = 
n, and if <p is a chart about /? with n9 = ft, then for every g in some 
neighborhood of /?, <p#g: T^S -> 7^RW is bijective. For these q, define 

XM) '•= Viffildvypq) e TqS, i = 1, ..., n. 

Each Â - is ^-smooth near/7 for any Q) ^ # , and 

7 > S 2 f f S 2 span {*,</>)/ / = 1, ..., /i} = TPS =2 f ^ S . 

Clearly, then, Reg S is open in S. Suppose now that Reg S were not 
dense in S. Let p be an interior point of Sing S, and let <p be a chart about 
p. Then there exists qx e (Sing S)° fi U9 such that dimT^S < dim7^S. 
Continuing inductively, we find a sequence {q{} ç (Sing S)0 H ^ with 
dim7V ,S < dim TVS, which is absurd. 

REMARKS. A detailed exposition in somewhat different language of 
part of the material in this section can be found in [4]. There, as in the 
classical definition of differentiable manifold, we make explicit use of con
necting maps to define differentiable structures. The use of ringed spaces 
to define the notion of differentiable space, however, obviates the notions 
of maximal atlas or equivalence class of atlases, as well as the use ad initio 
of connecting maps. This theory of differentiable spaces can be broadened 
to include non-reduced spaces by employing non-reduced models (see 

my 
APPENDIX (Smoothness Categories). The following material is taken 

from [5]. Let # be a category whose objects are all open subsets of the 
cartesian spaces RM, n e N, whose morphisms are certain ^-mappings, and 
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whose binary operation is ordinary function composition. Then ^ is a 
smoothness category if the following conditions are satisfied. 

(51) For each £/, <g(U, RM) is a linear subspace of Cl(U, Rm) contain
ing all constant maps. 

(52) V(Rni © ••• © Rnk, Rm) contains all ^-linear maps. 
(53) fe<g(Ui, U2) if for each p e Ui there is a neighborhood U' ç Ui 

of p such that ) v €#(£/ ' , U2) 
(54) If y;. e #(£/, #") , / = 1, 2, then jc •-> (/Ì(JC), /2(JC)) belongs to 

#(£/, Rni © Rw2). 
(55) I f / e V(UU U2) and / - i e C\U2% Ui), then / - i G #(tf2, C )̂-
Examples of smoothness categories are C* for h N , I ••= C°° and 

j ^ := O . The intersection of an arbitrary set of smoothness categories 
is again a smoothness category, and in particular, the intersection C° of 
all smoothness categories is a smoothness category, the Nash category. 

If ^ is a smoothness category, then <g is uniquely determined among all 
smoothness categories by its real-valued functions, %>(U, R), where U 
ranges over Ob fé\ For each U, CÜ(U, R) is the integral closure of the 
ring of polynomial functions on U in Cœ(U, R). 

The mappings / e Map <$ such that Dfe Map <g constitute the maps of 
a smoothness category denoted <g+l. If <$ c C2, then # together with the 
differentials of its maps generate a smoothness category #". A smoothness 
category ^ is said to be differentiably stable if ^ = <^+1, or equivalently, 
^ = <T. 

The implicit function theorem holds for any smoothness category # : 
i f / e ^(C/i x (72, C/3) satisfies the usual hypotheses for the implicit func
tion theorem, then the implicitly defined function g: U2 -» Ux is also fé7-
smooth. 

2. Characterization of Lie Vectors. Given Xe ^ i f / , t e ^t; f j of type 
(/, k), and a chart <p about /?, we may determine whether ((®V*)_ 1 ° ^x*0 

®l<p*)p is independent of the choices of tp9 X, and /. If that is so, we define 
(Lxt)p to be this tensor. We showed in [4] that (LxY)p is well defined for 
any C°° vector field Xand C°° contravariant tensor field F (in this case / = 
0 and ®0^)^ := <p), and the argument there remains valid for X and Y 
differentiable. We gave the following example to show, however, that 
(Lxt)p may not be well defined when t has positive co variant rank. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let S ç R2 be the union of the .y-axis and all horizontal 
line segments of the form 

and let c : S c; R2 denote the inclusion. The vector field d/dx on R2 re
presents a smooth vector field on S := (S9 Q°), and the differential form 

2n 2n 
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xdy e <̂ ~(R2) represents the zero differential 1-form on S. On R2, 
Ld/dxxdy = dy. This represents, however, a non-zero 1-form on S: 

(3/3^(0,0) e c*TiQt0)S9 and {dy, 9/9j>(o,o) = 1-

DEFINITION. Let i?j£f| c $^fJ be the set of vector field germs X such 
that (Lxt)p is well defined for every t e ^)% and let ^StP = «Sfgf| f| ^s,/>-
Define 

LfiS-.= {X(p)\Xe^p} 

and 

It is not difficult to prove the following (cf. [4]) : 
0) &$ïp i s a submodule of #$fJ. If «g7 is differentiably stable, then 

i?s>/, is a Lie submodule of 3TS)/). 
(ii) If Xe # f fj satisfies X{p) = 0, then l e j ^ f j . 
One easily deduces from (i) and (ii) that if Xx{p) = X2(p) and Xx e j£?̂ fj 

then X2 G &§", i.e., Z(/?)GLff S implies JTG jgfgfj. We now want to 
characterize the subspaces L^iffS and LpS of TpS. For this we need the 
following. 

DEFINITION. Given a differentiate space S and p G S, define 

SW := {qeS\dimTqS = dimr^S} 

and define S (^ to be the resulting differentiate space with induced struc
ture; for each n define 

S™ := {qeS\dimTqS = n}9 

and let S(w) be this subspace equipped with the structure induced fromS. 
Further, define 

fpS - c*TJ5U\ 

where c: S(^ <z S is the inclusion map. 

THEOREM 1. LetXe &^{
p. Then (Lxt)p is well defined for every t G S^§j{

p 

if and only ifX(p) G f pS. Thus 

LpS = f JS fi fpS 

and 

Lf<S = f f S fi TPS. 

PROOF. In [4] (Lemma 5.5) we established the following: If for some 
chart (p and some local representative Xç of X, (Lx t9) ° ®k<p* is inde
pendent of the choice of the local representative tç of t, then for any other 
chart 6 about p, any local representative te of t relative to 0, any local re-
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presentative Xe of X, and any connecting map / with foç = Q near /?, we 
have 

We now employ this result. Let cp satisfy nç = dim TpS, and choose some 
Xç and ^ relative to <p. Using coordinates to write 

n ^ 

x>Sf'£r 
and 

*„ = s ^^ ® i > 
l a l = / Ö X ' 
l/3|=& 

we have 

(2) dx/M = S (A>/>) .gg)(<&« ® -9^-)p 

+ S«ÄP)LX f(^®-^r>. 

Now assume t = 0 in some neighborhood of /?, and X(p) e T^S. At each 
qeSW the set {(dxa ® (d/dxß))q \ \ a\ = /, | /31 = k) is a basis for the space 
of R-linear maps ®lTqS -> ®*T(?S, and this implies that each coefficient 
function gPa vanishes on (p{S{P]). Thus g$((pp) = 0 and v • gß = 0 for each 
v G (p*fpS. Both terms on the right of (2) then vanish and it follows from 
the linearity of Lx that (Lxt)p is well defined for each t. Thus fpS ç 
L f S. 

Now let v e ff{S\fpS, and let Xe &${{
p satisfy *(/?) = v. Since 

dim TpS < dim TPS, there is a neighborhood U Ç U9 of p suh that 
(p(S{P) H £0 lies in some proper smooth subvariety of R" which we may 
assume to be {# e Rn/xn(q) = 0}. Since dim 7^S = « only when qeS(P\ 
t9 •= xndxl A ••• A dxn is a local representative of the zero «-form on S. 
Let Xy •= J^a^d/dx') be a local representative for X in a neighborhood of 
<pp. Since v £ T^S, an{çp) ^ 0. Thus 

( I V * ) ^ = L*/*w ^ A ... A tfecOpp 

= (an dxl A • • • A dxn)cpp. 

Since 0 # (dldxl)(<pp) A ... A (dldxn)(<pp) e ®n(p*TpS, then L*f does not 
represent the zero «-form at/?, and s o l ^ ^s| fj- It follows that v £ L^iffS. 

Since L^S = L f fS fl ^ S , and fpS <= f f fS, the theorem is proved. 

COROLLARY. / /> e Reg S, then for every X e #s|^ and for every t e ^"sfj, 
£/ze L/e derivative Y,xt{p) is well defined. In particular, the set of points in S 
at which some Lie derivative could be multivalued is nowhere dense in S. 
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In Example 1 the various spaces just defined are as follows: 

fpS = <(9/9x)/7> for each p e S 

and 

Thus 

and 

SW 

TPS = 

j-axis if x(p) = 0 

S\><-axis if x(p) ^ 0. 

K(d/dy)Py ifx(p) = 0 

\<(d/dx)p} ifx(p) # 0 

f<0> ifx(p) = 0 
p \<(dldx)p) ifx(p) # 0. 

REMARKS ON THE WEAKENING OF STRUCTURE, (i) If Q) is some smoothness 
category containing c6, then it can happen that vector fields X of class 
Qi exist with X(p) $ fpS even when there are no such fields of class Cf. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let g e C2(Rl) be the mapping x i-> x7/3. Define S to be the 
graph of g equipped with the C^-structure induced from R2. Then L(0)0)S 
= f (0>o)S = 0. The Ci-vector field X(x, y) .= @/3*)(x, y) + g'(x)(d)dy) 
(x, y) on R2 restricts to a C^-vector field on S, and X(0, 0) $ L(0)0)S. The 
2-form x<Lx A */>' on R2 represents the zero 2-form on S, and Lx(xdx A 
dy) represents a non-zero element of ^/~(S). 

(ii) For any smoothness category S 3 # , a differentiable space S of 
class # gives rise to a canonical space of class Q), the space obtained from 
S by weakening of structure. If R is the resulting differentiable space 
of class &, then it can happen that dim TpR < dim TpS. In the space 
constructed above, for example, dim T(0f0)S = 2. If @ = C2, then dim 
7(0,0) R = 1. Similar examples show that dim fpS and dim fpS may in
crease or decrease upon weakening the structure. 

(iii) The following modification of Example 1 shows that weakening of 
structure may increase fpS/LpS. Let fe C0O(R1, R1) be nowhere analytic 
and define S £ R2 to be the closure in R2 of 

U (Graph(/ + £ ) ) n 1 J^ 
~2"~ ' 2n 

x R). 

Equip S with the O-structure inherited from R2. Then for every p e S, 
dim TpS = 2, that is, S is regular, and so LS = TS. Weakening the struc
ture to C°° gives a differentiable space that is C°°-diffeomorphic with that 
of Example 1, where LS §= TS. 
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3. Analytic Spaces. General references for this section are [3], [8], and 
[9]. 

Let S ç Rn be a real analytic set, let m be the defining ideal subsheaf of 
S in j / R M := C%n, and let S ••= (S, tfs) = (S, ^Rn/n). 

PROPOSITION 3. For each p e Rw, p G Sin) if and only if the Jacobian exten
sion J\(np) (i.e., the ideal generated by n and all first derivatives of germs 
in n) is properly contained in s$RniP. ^n other words, Sin) is the real analytic 
set defined by the sheaf of ideals /i(n). 

PROOF. Clearly df(p) = 0 for every peS(n) and every fenp. Thus 
Jiirip) S <sfR«,p for every p e Sin). Conversely, if/? £ Sin\ then dim TpS < 
n and there is a germ/e np such that df(p) ^ 0. It follows that 1 G Ji(np) 
and therefore that Ji(r\p) = jz?Rnt P. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let (S, ês) be the space obtained from S by weakening of 
structure. Then for every p e S, 

(i) TpS = Tp(S, gs) 
(ii) (s, j*s)<*> = (s9œsy» 
(iii) TpS = fp(S, &s) 
(iv) T'S = fp(S, ês). 

PROOF, (i) As in Proposition 1, let a^ and tp denote the maximal ideals 
of j / R W ) p and êRn} p respectively, and let % be the ideal subsheaf in SR« 
that defines S. Then 

T s ~ -î^ ~ û/n a ^ a 
* - *§ " (a2 + n)/n " a2 + n ~ a2 + n ' 

Similarly, 

TAS, Ss) = - ^ . 

But from Theorem 3.5 and Remark 3.8 of Malgrange [3], we have ft-Hn^. 
Since Tp(S, £s) Ç TpS, (i) is proven. 

(ii) Immediate from (i). 
(iii) It follows from Proposition 3 that (S, stfsY

p) := S(p) *s a l s o a r e a l 
analytic set, and so from part (i), TP(SW, stfs(P)) = TP(SW, gs(p)) = 
Tp(S, &sYp\ that is, TpS = fp(S9 gs)-

(iv) Trivial. 

THEOREM 2. Let S = (S, srfs)
 oe a coherent real analytic set. Then Î*S ç 

TS. (From Theorem 1 it then follows that (Lxt)P Is we^ defined for every 
peS,te £T^l and X e &iP). 

PROOF. Since stfs = stfRn/n is coherent by hypothesis, so is n. Thus there 
exist a neighborhood Uof p in Rw and functions g{ e j/(U), i = 1, ..., m, 
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such that for every q e U, the germs [gi\q9 ..., [gm]q generate nq. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that dim 7^S = n, so that SW = S(n) = 
V(Ji(n)). Then of course g{{q) = 0 for all i and for all q e S(n) f] U, and 
forali ve TqR

n, v-gt• = 0. 
Given pointwise linearly independent vector fields Yi9 ..., Yn on Uof 

class C°°, define 

m m n 

Gai Yn) •= L fe)2 + 2 L (Yj • g;V-

Then for any such (Yl9 ... , Fw), G ^ . . ^ ^ ^ H ̂  = 0. 
Conversely, if q e U\S(P\ then (1) some f en^ satisfies f(p) ^ 0 if p e S 
fi f/, in which case g{(q) ^ 0 for some /, or (2) there is a germ fenq such 
that df(q) ^ 0 in case q e U f] (S^S^), whereupon (Yj-gt)q ^ 0 for some 
/ and 7. In either case, G(n,...,r„) (#) ^ 0. 

Thus S ( ^ fi ^ i s precisely the set of zeros in Uof (/(Fl> Yn), independ
ent of the choice of Yx, ..., Yn. 

Now if YÌ9 ..., Fw are chosen to be analytic, then GV1? FM) is analytic. 
Thus for each compact neighborhood K of p in U, G(Yh...,Yn) satisfies 
some Lojasiewicz inequality: 

T(Yi,...,Yn) (q) ^ «^(distance (q, S(P} f] U))k, some t e N , <^)G > 0 

This implies in particular that (Y)kG^Yh...,Y„)(P) ^ ® for any C°° vector 
field germ Y at p satisfying Y(p) $ fpS. Clearly then, for any Z l5 ..., 
Zn G &Rn,p whose &-jets are sufficiently close to the /c-jets of YÌ9 ..., 
Y„, respectively, the same condition is maintained : ( 7 ) ^ G ( Z I Z M ) (p) ^ 0. 
But of course the sets of jets satisfy {jkX/Xe^gmP} = {fixfxe&j^p} 
for any h e N. Thus for every choice of Z1? ..., Zn e #*gfw>p with the Z({p) 
linearly independent, (Y)kF(Zh Zn)(p) =£ 0. 

Now assume contrary to our assertion that there exists Xe&^p with 
X(p) £ TpS. Since X(p) ^ 0, there is a neighborhood U' of p in £/ with a 
C°° coordinate system x1, ..., xM such that X\uf = [d/dx1\sm>]p and £/' f) 
S<^ e {<? e U'\x*(q) = 0}. Define y, = dldx* G #&(E/'), ./ - 1, ..., n. 

Then 

w t;aW*< 3 \ A 
= 0, for all k G N and all j . 

Sf)U' 

Of course 

( w ) 4 w = r ^ ) 4 ^ 
Since r j (5 , c?s) = T^S ( = R") by Proposition 4, Yßldx1? gt{p) = 0, 
and it follows that (3/3.X-1)* G(n,...,r„) = 0 for all h N , a contradiction. 
We conclude that there is no Xe&itP with Z(/?) <£ f^S. 
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COROLLARY. Let S ç Rn be a coherent real algebraic set. Then for any 
differentiably stable smoothness category <g, fê

p{S, <gs) ^ fp(S, <gs) = 
TP(S, &s). 

PROOF. If we write S = (S, <&s), then Proposition 4 holds for this S 
because rt«? = r v #R«, so that xis = n&. Observe that (S, stfs) is also 
coherent, so applying the theorem to (S, &fs)

 a n d applying Proposition 4 
again to the pair (S, j ^ s ) , (S, £s) gives the desired result. 

REMARKS. The hypothesis of coherence in the above propositions seems 
somewhat artificial. An attractive conjecture is that for arbitrary Whitney-
regular stratified spaces of class C°°, any C°° vector field germ X satisfies 
X(p) e TpS. The results of the next section also support this conjecture 
for a substantially different type of Whitney-regular stratified spaces. An 
example of a stratified space that is not Whitney-regular and where not all 
vector fields act in a single-valued fashion is the following: 

OC' 

S = {(0,0)} U [j ([0,1 In] x {1/«})!=R2 
n—\ 

equipped with the induced C°° structure. 

4. Differentiable Polyhedra. In this section we establish the well-
definedness of Lie derivatives on spaces locally diffeomorphic with poly
hedral subsets of cartesian spaces. These spaces have played an instru
mental role in the theory of Bessel potentials [1]. 

DEFINITION. A polyhedral model of class <g is a polyhedral subset P ç 
Rn together with its structure sheaf <gP. A differentiable polyhedron (or 
differentiable space of polyhedral type) of class <6 is a differentiable space 
that is locally isomorphic to polyhedral models of class fé\ 

The theorem stated below is practically obvious if the polyhedral models 
can be chosen to be in general position. In this case one sees clearly that 
TpS — TpS for every p e S. If the models are however not in general posi
tion, then this equality may not hold. For example, consider the set 

S := (x-axis) U (closed left half-plane) ç R2 

equipped with the induced C°°-structure. Then f 0S = span {d/dx\0, 3/3^10} 
while T0S = span{3/3x|o}. 

The notion of differentiable polyhedron defined here is apparently 
more restrictive than the notion of triangulated space employed, for in
stance, in [2]. Therefore the results of the previous section do not seem to 
follow via the theorem of Lojasiewicz from the theorem below. 

THEOREM 3. On differentiable polyhedra, Lie differentiation 
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is well defined at every p e S 

PROOF. We shall show that fpS ç fpS for every p e S. The theorem is 
of a purely local nature, and so we restrict attention to polyhedral models 
P ç R " with p G P and dim TpP = n. If n = 0, then obviously fpP = 
fpP. We now proceed by induction on n. Let n G N and suppose the 
theorem holds for all differentiate polyhedra S at points p e S with 
dimZ^S < n. Choose a triangulation of P, and let B be a closed ball cen
tered at p with radius small enough so that B f] (P\star(/?)) = 0 . Then 
P fi 3B is a differentiate polyhedron of class # with maximum tangential 
dimension n — 1, and P f] # is the cone over P Ç] dB with vertex at/?. 

We now establish two formulae from which the theorem immediately 
follows : 

(i) fpP = <{/?} U (P fi a^ )^ 1 3 ) / , , where <S% denotes the affine span 
of S c R« equipped with the vector space structure centered at /?, and 
where (P f] dB)(n~l) is the set of q e P f] dB such that dim7;(P fi 3B) = 
n- 1. 

(ii) fpP = H <(/>} U fq(P n 3B)>,. 

For convenience we have made the natural identification between TgR
n 

and the «-dimensional vector space centered at q. 
To prove the theorem, let qe(P Ç] dBYn~l). Then fq(P f] 3B) = 

Tq(P fi 3B)("-1}, and by the induction hypothesis, fq(P f] 3B) ç 
f,(P fi 3B). Thus 

f,p s n <{/>} u f,(p n aß», 
^ fi <{/>} u f,(p n 3B >, 

s <{/>} u (/> n 3*)<»-i>>, 
= f ,p 

Thus Z^P = fpP. 
To prove (i), let p: Rn\{p} -> 35 be the radial projection, and note that 

p is of class <£. For any # G Ä\{/?} there is a neighborhood U of qinP that 
is ^-diffeomorphic to R x p(U). Since for any two differentiate spaces 
R and S we have a natural isomorphism ([4]) 

(*) T(p,q)(
R x s ) * ^ e r , s , 

then 

dim r 9 P = 1 + dim r M (P f] 3B). 

(from (ii)) 

(from (i)) 
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Thus 

PW = conep((P H 3£)(M~1}) 

and so 

fpp = Tppw = <{/?} u (p n dBy*-vyp. 
To prove (ii), let zQit be the translation in Rn that sends q into 

tq + (1 - Op, qeRn,te R1. Note that (*) implies 

G) 7 W ( R x S) « f ,R e fyS. 

Then for all q e P f] dB and t e (0, 1], 

Ttq+(i-t)pP = bq,t)*Tq(P fi 3B)+ kern p*(tq+a_t)p) 

+(1-0/1 

For any differentiable space S and any net {q} in S converging top, fpS c 
lim _p f çS whenever this limit exists. Thus 

fpP s <{/>} U f?(P H 3B)>, for every q e P Ç] 3B, 

i.e., 

f,p s n <{/>} u fyp n aß»,. 

On the other hand, if *(/>) e f) <{/>} U fyP fi 3B )>,, 
q^P fi 35 

then for every q e P C\ dB 

X{q) '= KI)*X(P) e <{/>} U f,(P H 3B)>„ 

hence for every t e [0, 1] 

, X{tq + (1 - ÔP) - (r-ì)*^(p)e<{p} U Tq(? H 3B)>,. 

Then the constant vector field on Rn 

% ) - K%X(p) 

extends X, proving that X(p) e fpF. 
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